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Abstract: Effective software maintainability is one of the most significant and challenging activity in the field of component based software. Several maintainability models are proposed by the researchers to reduce the maintenance cost, to improve the quality and life span of the software product. The proposed model will assist the software designers to develop maintainable softwares. This paper discusses a maintainability model, which selects four crucial factors that highly affect maintainability of component based software system. Soft computing techniques are employed to demonstrate strong correlation of these factors with maintainability. MATLAB’s Fuzzy logic toolbox is used for predicting the maintainability level of component (such as Excellent, Fair, Good, Bad and worst). Data generated by fuzzy model are provided as input to artificial neural network model. Experimental results show mean absolute error (MAE) to be .028 and Relative Error (RE) to be .045. To further improve the performance of the model; neuro-fuzzy tool was employed. With the use of self learning capability of this tool, MAE and RE are now improved to the value .0029 and .039. It means that the model was sound enough to provide satisfactory outcomes in comparison to neural network.

Index Terms: Component Based System, Coupling, Document Quality, Extensibility, Maintainability, MATLAB Fuzzy Logic, Quality models, Reusability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is the methodology of developing software by the reuse of already available softwares or components. Software maintenance is considered as the most important phase of software development life cycle. The alterations done, after delivery of the software comes under the process of maintenance (Swanson, 1999). Maintenance usually becomes essential due to change in client’s requirement, current conditions of the market, capability enhancement and host modifications (Anda, 2007). Maintainability of CBSE can be described as the simplicity by which the software can be understood, modified, enhanced and corrected according to the user’s current requirement. (Muthanna, Kontogiannis, Ponnambalam, & Stacey, 2000).

A study done on “software maintenance estimation” discovered that the cost of maintenance can be 65% of the total cost of the software process cycle (Rizvi & Khan, 2010). Lifespan of the development phase of software is approximately only two to five years whereas maintenance phase may extent up to twenty years. However, this phase is not perfectly managed. Software maintenance can be divided into four sections i.e. adaptive maintenance, corrective maintenance, perfective maintenance and preventive maintenance (Kumar & Dhanda, 2015). Adaptive maintenance is concerned with amendments required by the software, so as to adapt the new environment such as new operating system or hardware. Corrective maintenance is concerned with repair of errors, bugs and faults that are discovered by the users when the software is in use. Perfective maintenance includes the implementation of new functionalities, features, enhancing performance and reliability of the software. Preventive maintenance is concerned with amendments that are needed to be done to deal with forthcoming problems so that the product may remain operational for an extended time. These problems may not appear significant today but in future they may cause troubles (Lenarduzzi, Sillitti, & Taibi, 2017).

There are several factors that influence maintainability of component based software such as modularity, understandability, modifiability, granularity, analyzability, testing, usability, coupling, cohesion, complexity etc as discussed in Table 1. Here, we have proposed a maintainability model that relies on four imperative factors, which are: Document Quality, Reusability, Coupling and Extensibility (DRCE). This model can be used to estimate the maintainability of the components before they became the part of component based system.

This paper consists of six sections. Second section discusses the literature review of related work. Third section discusses proposed methodology using fuzzy approach and results from the model. Fourth section discusses neural network approach of the model and the experimental results of the model. Fifth section illustrates the neuro fuzzy approach and its outcomes. Sixth section concludes the papers. At the end, list of references shows the referred papers.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section describes the work done by various researchers in the field of maintenance that motivate us to build up a maintainability model for CBSE. The main complexity in maintaining the Component Based System (CBS) is the non-availability of the source code, as it remains available in traditional software. Literature survey showed that maintainability of Component Based Systems cannot be measured directly.
Researchers and academicians are trying to find out the factors that largely affect the maintenance thus reducing the maintenance cost.

A conceptual framework was proposed by Peercy (1981), for software maintainability evaluation and it shows that maintainability depends on modularity, descriptiveness, consistency, simplicity, expandability, and instrumentation. Sneed & Mary (1985) proposed a model that considered design attributes for calculating maintainability.

Don Coleman (1994) in his research demonstrated how automated software maintainability analysis tool can be useful for process selection decision. This model determined the error prone and unorganized components. The researcher calculated maintainability through Hierarchical Multidimensional Assessment Model. Aggarwal (2005) proposed a fuzzy model that measure maintainability with the use of four factors i.e. average number of Live Variables (LV), average Life Span (LS) of variables, the Average Cyclomatic Complexity (ACC) and the Comments Ratio (CR).

Jyothi and Aggarwal (2012) proposed an Aspect J model to determine perfective maintenance of Component based software system. They provided a process model and calculated inter and intra level component interaction.

Punia and Kaur (2014) proposed a model in which maintainability is defined as software characteristics’ measure such as source code, readability, document quality and cohesion.

Almugrin, Albattah & Melton (2016) developed maintainability metrics using Indirect Responsibility (IR) and Martin’s principles. Lenarduzzi, Sillitti, & Taibi (2017) in their research paper analyzed forty years of maintenance models.

Alsolai, Roper & Nassar (2018) presented a comparison of two machine learning models to forecast software maintainability that is individual models (regression tree, multilayer perception, k-nearest neighbors), and an ensemble model (bagging) method. Table 1 demonstrates a few factors given by various researchers that affect the maintainability of component based system using various soft computing techniques (Kumar, 2012; Peercy, 1981; Aggarwal, 2005; Punia and Kaur, 2014; Saini et al., 2011). With the advancement in the field of maintainability techniques, more factors will continue to be the part of this table.

### Table 1 A few Factor influencing maintainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors that affect Maintainability</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modularity</td>
<td>Competence of a software package or a component being break down into proficient units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability</td>
<td>It is the ability of a software component to be easily and effortlessly understood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifiability</td>
<td>It is the aptitude to allow amendments (appending and detaching) in functionalities of a software system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granularity</td>
<td>Granularity is the capability to split bigger tasks into the minor tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzability</td>
<td>Analyzability engrosses the challenge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From literature surveys we observed that diverse researcher give importance to diverse factors for computation of maintainability. No paper seems to provide an exact and successful description of factors that affect the maintainability of component based software. Maintainability is considered as a quality factor however researcher community has not concluded the major influencing factors for it. In our research work, rather than depending on one paper we have collected factors from a lot of papers, elected those factors that are supported by many researchers, applied soft computing techniques to get precise and significant solution in a time efficient manner. Moreover, this model can be practically used as opposed to other models that are difficult to be utilized in real life scenario, as the selected features for DRCE model can be fetched out easily by using automated tools.

**DRCE model is capable of determining all types of maintainability, as compared to various models that calculate only a particular kind of maintainability. We have extended the model implemented by Punia and Kaur (2014). This model has taken into consideration Documentation Quality, Modifiability, integrability, testability and coupling. We have reduced complexity of this model by selecting only four factors higher impact and recommended by various researchers. The experimental results shows mean absolute error (MAE) to be .028 and Relative Error (RE) to be .045 in case of neural network. Further improvement in this model is done by employing neuro–fuzzy technique. In this case Absolute error (MAE) is .0029 and Relative Error (RE) is .039, which is better than the neural network and the previous model.**

Predicting maintainability through the proposed DRCE model will facilitate the developer of component based software, in following ways:

- It will assist the developer in analyzing whether to develop a new software or maintain the already existing one.
- Developer and maintenance engineer may use this model to ensure maintainability of their own product.
- Provide cost and time benefit to the software user as well as developer.
- One can discover the maintainable components to form a Component based system and reject the components with less maintainability.
- After determining the maintainability, amount of effort and time to maintain a system can be reduced to great extent.
III. PROPOSED DRCE METHODOLOGY USING FUZZY APPROACH

Figure 1 conceptualizes the functionality of proposed maintainability model. A brief discussion on all the major parts of the proposed model is as follows:

A. Crisp Input

The proposed DRCE model analyzes that the following four factors are highly correlated with the maintainability of a component based system in comparison to many factors as conferred in Table1, so these factors are exerted as crisp input to the fuzzy model (Chen, Alfayez, Srisopha, Boehm, & Shi, 2017).

1. Documentations quality:
An excellent documentation of a component increases its probability of being selected as an associate module in component based system (D. Jain, A. Jain, & Pandey, 2018).

2. Reusability:
Reusability of a component reflects its probability of being selected as a module component in various softwares. (Sharma & Baliyan, 2011).

3. Coupling:
Coupling is the extent of interconnection between the software components. It illustrates the power of the interaction amongst components or modules. Coupling is inversely proportional to maintenance (Siddhi & Rajpoot, 2012).

4. Extensibility:
It is the software system’s ability to allow considerable extension of new functionalities with no major amendment in its basic architecture for future growth (Koscianski, Candido, & Costa, 1999).

Using fuzzy, one can make use of English words as input and output instead of numeric data. These words are also called crisp input or linguistic variable (Elshoff, 1978). Figure 2 demonstrates the input and output of the proposed maintainability model.

B. Fuzzification Module

Fuzzification is described as the process of mapping crisp input into fuzzy value. It analyzes the extent up to which the input is related to the fuzzy set through the membership function (Punia & Kaur, 2014). It can be done by using various kinds of fuzzifiers (membership functions). MATLAB’s fuzzy toolbox supports a variety of membership functions for its inputs and outputs such as Gaussian, Trapezoidal, Singleton, S Function and Triangular fuzzy number (TFN). However, the most conventional is TFN due to its simplicity and therefore the same is utilized in proposed model for input and output (“Math Works”, n.d.). Figure 3 demonstrates TFN with lower limit “a”, an upper limit “b” and a centre value “m” (where a < m < b).
Total no. of Rules = (Values of the membership function) No. of Inputs  

(1)

In the proposed DRCE maintainability model, numbers of inputs are four (Document Quality, Reusability, Coupling, Extensibility) and value of membership functions are three (minimum, maximum, average) so the total number of rules according to the formula will be 3^4 = 81. The three inputs of model i.e. Document Quality, Reusability, Extensibility are directly proportional to the maintainability, whereas Coupling is inversely proportional to the maintainability. It means if the coupling is high, maintainability is low. Each rule corresponds to any value of the four inputs and its related output. Certain rules for the proposed model are described as follows:


In a similar fashion, all the 81 rules are created and inserted into the rule editor. This set of 81 rules forms a complete rule base of the proposed model. Based on the rigorous set of facts provided by professional, the rule is fired up and output value of maintainability is observed. Figure 10 visualize rule editor for the DRCE proposed model.

C. Fuzzy Inference system and Rules

Major functionality of fuzzy Inference system is to perform the decisions. It utilizes the rules and converts the fuzzified inputs into fuzzified output (Malviya & Maurya, 2012). Fuzzy Logic toolbox of MATLAB provides two categories of fuzzy inference systems i.e. Mamdani, Sugeno. The major dissimilarity among both the systems is the way, how they defuzzify and the consequent of fuzzy rules (Olatunji et al., 2010). Mamdani fuzzy inference method is frequently used system and this model also utilizes the same. Figure 9 conceptualize the Fuzzy Inference system (FIS) of the suggested model.
D. Defuzzification and Output

Aggregation is the process of concluding final output, based on the analyses of all the applicable rules in the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). This process takes place in the defuzzification module itself. It is the second last stage before defuzzification. Outcome of the aggregation step is one fuzzy set for each output whereas output of defuzzification is the single output value from the set.

Defuzzifier converts this single fuzzy value to the crisp value. There are five built-in defuzzification methods to perform this task, such as centroid, bisector, middle of maximum, largest of maximum and smallest of maximum. The proposed model uses centroid calculation, which returns the centre of area under the curve.

E. Result Compilation:

To visualize the results, click on the view and then select “rule”. Rule viewer will emerge; this demonstrates defuzzification of the input. In the proposed method, all input and output variables are defined as continuous variables, it means they can attain any value in between 0 and 1. A value close to 1 shows higher value of that attribute and a value close to 0 indicates lower value of the attribute.

Table 2 illustrates the outcome provided by the proposed model for a particular input: Document Quality 0.5, Reusability 0.75, coupling 0.5, Extensibility 0.7. The maintainability output appears out to be 0.706. Rule viewer for this input is given by the figure 11. Figure 12 shows the fine point view of the rule viewer for the same input. The output value provided by the proposed model can be verified using center of gravity formula as centroid defuzzification method is used here. Equation 2 below shows that it is calculated to be .743 which is approximately same as the value provided by the proposed DRCE maintainability model. Comparing the proposed model’s output with the base model’s output shows an improvement in the range of 6-10%.

Surface viewer shown in Figure 13 depicts the three-dimensional view of input Document Quality on X-axis, Reusability on Y-axis and output Maintainability on Z-axis.

Figure 11. Rule viewer showing Maintainability output 0.706 for input (0.5, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.7)
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As we have already prepared data set for fuzzy, this data set will be given as input to the artificial neural network. This model will have four inputs such as Document Quality, Reusability, Coupling and Extensibility and one output (maintainability). Training function ‘Trainlm’ is utilized for training the inputs which is back propagation algorithm. Linear transfer function ‘Tansig’ is used for the Artificial Neural Network model. 10 neurons are utilized here and model is trained with 56 data training sample, 12 testing data samples and 12 validation data samples. Artificial neural network randomly generates these data sets so as to provide good results. Figure 14 shows neural network model having four inputs and one output. It also depicts 10 neurons at the hidden layer of the model. Figure 15 shows a graph plotted by the trained model for training data samples, testing data samples and validation data samples.

A. Results of the experiment

Figure 16 depicts the experimental results of the proposed model, which shows plot for trained data set, validation data sets and test data sets. In neural network data sets are identified as circles and circles near the plotted line are said to well train.

IV. USING NEURAL NETWORK (ANN) FOR THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

An artificial neural network is a computational model with layered configuration similar to the complex arrangement of neurons in the mind. A neural network can be trained from the data, so as to recognize patterns, to apply classifiers on the data, and to predict upcoming events. The proposed model introduces the concept of utilization of artificial neural network (MATLAB) in determining the maintainability of CBS. Network fitting app of neural network is utilized, which is a two layer feed forward neural network that maps numeric input data set into numeric output data set. Using this type of model, one can easily select the data, create a network and train it with the available data. Network can be easily evaluated using mean square error and regression.

![Figure 14: Neural network model with four inputs, one output and 10 layers](image)

![Figure 15: Graph of training model for training data samples, testing data samples and validation data samples](image)
Figure 16 Results of the proposed model for trained data set, validation and test data sets.

Figure 16 depicts the experimental results of the proposed model, which shows plot for trained data set, validation data sets and test data sets. In neural network data sets are identified as circles and circles near the plotted line are said to well train. In last graph are the circles remain close to the line. It means the model is well trained and experimental results shows that this model can simply be used to calculate the maintainability of component based system.

Further to verify the outcome from the model, we have employed the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The formula for the same is given by equation 3.

$$\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i - \bar{x}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here ‘$x_i$’ is the model output, ‘x’ is the actual maintainability and ‘n’ is the amount of observations taken into consideration. It is also necessary to authenticate and check the precision of validation data of the experiment, which was done using Relative Error (RE). Equation 4 illustrates the formula for RE. Table 3 shows the results of neural network model to be .028 and .045.

$$\text{RE} = \frac{\text{Absolute error}}{\text{True value}} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Metrics</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE_{accuracy}</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the MAE and RE values are within acceptable range, it means network is well trained for predicting maintainability. The proposed model can be used suggested for the calculation of maintainability of component based system.

V. PROPOSED NEURO–FUZZY MODEL

Figure 19 Reducing errors at each epoch.

Figure 20 Anfis after loading data.

A. Experiment Results

Table 4 shows some of the outcomes from fuzzy model and neuro fuzzy model. Figure 22 shows a graph which has been plotted for the comparison of these models.

Table 4: Results from fuzzy model and neuro fuzzy model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Reusability</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
<th>Extensibility</th>
<th>Fuzzy output</th>
<th>Neuro fuzzy output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.494</td>
<td>.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.3</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td>.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.0.497</td>
<td>.0.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.496</td>
<td>.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.708</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.3</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td>.632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 22 Comparison of the outcomes of the models.
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